I know it's almost the New Year, and everyone is wished the best wishes in the forum and the general readership also. Yet, life goes on, and there are things that concern themselves little with the change of the year. Many people only have time to read important topics on holidays as the situation is, let alone politicians.

More and more info is coming out on the CCP [Chinese Communist Party], and they have their tentacles everywhere, not only in buying the surface of our Nations in the West, but also, in things such as spying, and all sorts of other unbelievable things. We are being massacred from all sides, and Communism is under the cloak of the CCP now, injected slowly in the West. They have infiltrated as far as the Intelligence Agencies in the United States, and far deeper than most would believe is even possible.

This is one of the reasons I personally have had to say the things I did about the Democratic party, which is effectively fake socialism and under the cloak, Communism. They seem to have an overwhelming acceptance of China, especially as of late. Despite of someone agreeing on some superficial position or with some of their positions, and even if one was a Democrat, they have to think of the larger picture now.

While Republicans are not better, few patriots that exist, do exist in this side. If there is any political hope, it is only if patriots from all sides mobilize and do not wait.

Even now during the Pandemic, they said some shit about giving a measly 600$ dollars to Americans, despite of all the kvetching about Socialism. If they are truly in care of people, they should cash out 2000$ immediately to people, as Trump says. Rich people and companies have taken wind of this, and they are going to be secured, but for now, the security of the People and the United States has to come first.

Biden knows this full well, and he will insist on selling out the West to these Communists. Even worse, publicly allowed information shows that they were setting up the United States up for many years, or that his allegiance to the United States grew muddy in the recent years. What is happening with Hunter Biden, only makes one wonder if he is trying in some way, to put the future of his family in Communist China - such as his wealth and all this, rather than in the United States.
A general agenda is to wear out and destroy the United States, so that the CCP can take over progressively and by 2028, which is effectively where they project his terms are going to end. By the end of this, America may be all sold out. "Socialism" is only a sweet pill of cyanide for the West to take now.

There is no loop in the current system of printing infinite money, and if this is perpetually insisted about, the US will go bankrupt, and all rich people will be driven out also. That aside, because of the financial ruin and harm that has been caused, the least that can be done now is for people to be issued lifesaving cash inflow and stimulus. This cycle is of vanity, and like taking drugs to fix in the effect of other drugs. The only hope is political stability and patriotism to turn this around now before it is too late.

When we met Satan in April 2020 this year, on Beltane, he told me, which I related to HPS Maxine, that we are "given the mandate to run the Joy of Satan for as long as possible". The severity of this has been obvious. The situation is going to get dire for freedoms. How many times has JoS been stricken down in the last 2 years? There is much work that has been done, and many issues that have been left unsaid for an array of reasons. The reality is this:

They want anyone who is aware of them to be wiped out. The United States is the last country with Free Speech at this point, which is being stifled by social media, and over Communist subversives.

The scope of the Communist purge has no limits now. It goes all the way from conservative mediocre republicans, all the way to everyone, even patriotic Democrats. They will spare nobody. They don't care what your religion is at all, nor even if you are a little sympathetic or not hostile - they will destroy everyone. That is Communism. You can never be friends with Communists. Communism does not condone any range of differentiated opinions.

The overblown situation about "Co-Vid", was probably staged in collusion with China and Democrats to usurp the United States, or in the least conspiracy-based scenario, the Democratic party made it into a meme in order to gain political traction. Both these situations are detestable. Trump's tweet about trying to save the world from committing suicide/destruction, is not wrong.

Then, the situation of an electoral fraud?

The selling out to China which is real and concrete?

The complete annihilation of the Western economy of the middle and lower level?
Mass censorship and coercion not seen in decades, over a so called "health crisis", while measures do not help nobody become healthier, but only plunge people into deeper fear, anxiety and depression?

All of this situation is not to be underestimated. Now that people have time in their hands, one should distribute information online, in the last place that is, which still has freedom of information. Do it anonymously, because "They" are watching now. Another apparent event that is going on, is the utilizing of massive spying now over the populace, for the enemy to weigh how many of them are loyal and on board to their agenda, and how many are not.

For those who doubt the plan, just read below. Much of this was caused by Co-Vid. While the West remains paralyzed for closely a year, the CCP knew where this Pandemic would manifest in the West and the paralysis it would cause. They probably bribed a lot of simpletons of their scientists and others, to overblow and keep overblowing the situation. As we know, the "Great Economic Reset" consists of overthrowing the United States, and imposing a global power situation with China at the top or as a major player, which now is limited only by the US.

**China to Surpass United States: Analysis**

It is advised everyone reads the full article -  

*The Chinese economy is expected to surpass that of the U.S. in 2028 - five years earlier than previously forecast - following fallout from the coronavirus pandemic, according to an analysis released Saturday.*

*The Centre for Economics and Business Research (CEBR) said in its World Economic League Table that in dollar amounts, China will surpass previous expectations that predicted it would overtake the U.S. economy in 2033, largely based on the impact of COVID-19.*

*The group said that not only did China handle the outbreak more effectively than Western nations, but its Western counterparts suffered significant hits to their long-term growth.*

*"The skillful management of the pandemic and the hits to long term growth in the West mean that China's relative economic performance has improved. We now*
think that the Chinese economy in dollar terms will overtake the US economy in 2028, a full 5 years earlier than we thought last year," the firm said.

"We expect the trend rate of growth for China to be 5.7% annually from 2021-25 and 4.5% annually from 2026-30 and 3.9% annually from 2031-35," it added.

China is doing covert warfare to the West, no different than the Cold War. Meanwhile, unlike when with Soviet Russia, the infiltration has made it to where Marxist brainwashing in the United States has many people saying "it doesn't matter". This is all straight out of a movie.

People do not understand that their life standards in the US are going to drop dramatically, as much as 50% or 70% compared to today, if these things manifest. The United States will become a subpar country if this continues, and in the far future, even possibly an annexed country, same as Europe. This is a future that has been in the work for decades, and since the fall of the Soviet Union. There is no "it doesn't matter" in this situation.

Yes, it does matter, and we are going to get destroyed if this thing continues. This leak, IMO, is a big and blatant win. We need fast action against the CCP, but also against people who have betrayed the great Western civilization. They are not difficult to spot now, are they are on rampage, and they reveal themselves quite blatantly now, hitting the West while it lays on the ground.

Clearly, China is not fucking around. It is clearly a factor of intellectual, moral, and clearly political and financial muscle to the United States that can even overturn elections at this point. People whine about Russia, but Russia appears to be nowhere close to where China is.

We must insist with the Rituals as this Communist system is based on off Hebrew intellectualism and Magick. Gentiles are not meant to have a crushed individuality, nor a stifling of speech or their free will.

For those who do not understand the backstory, the "Communist Rabbi" named Baal Shem Tov, has revealed on how this mode of governance is entirely of the enemy, sourced directly from them. We had to fight for our lives over this last century, and it appears, this is only more of the same this century in other forms of warfare. The writings of Karl Marx, upon which Communism was conceived, were the fruits of the son of a Rabbi, who was creating a system to do exactly this: Ruin the world.

In the midst of this whole situation going, the enemy has been revealed and there will be more of this. This effectively allows a reaction where previously there
would be none. This situation has to be fought through as it was fought through in the inception of the United States, or when Hitler defended the West from Communist invasion.

Lastly, as Hitler said, the dictatorial/centralized state, forces other states to imitate it. Did you notice how the United States is slowly becoming a China, in order to deal with the "Pandemic", and in order to effectively fight China or because of ignoring them? These are things the enemy understands.

One can only read these things about how "The West has to become like China", by so many jews in European press. They are trying to hoax around, that we must "Become like China" at least a "Little Bit", in order to fight this Pandemic. "Vaccination is to be enforced goyim you have no say in this.". "You're disallowed from travelling if you don't vaccinate". "You'll be in a naughty goy list if you don't vaccinate". All of this, pretty clearly, is only the excuse they manufactured to proceed with this planning.

The CCP is being proud of many of its subversives right now. With this, they want to open the floodgates of a totalitarianism which they will be in power, and will be tried to move forward to Middle Ages Communism in the modern technological era.

Every able person in mind, soul and body, has to resist this abomination of a mission.

Humanity and Freedom will be victorious in the end.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

[Nikois666] wrote:
“LEAKED: Chinese Database Shows Massive CCP Infiltration Of Western Institutions. I guess this is a huge leak. This was reported mostly by Australian Media and other small media outlets. While others just copy pasted, censored some info and posted a small article. Many have not even heard about this, especially in West.

How surprising that MSM did not care to shove this down our throats, right? Lol.

https://funker530.com/video/leaked-chin ... titutions/
A register containing the list of nearly 2 million Chinese Communist Party members has been leaked, exposing members who are embedded all over the globe, including in UK and US corporations.

“It is believed to be the first leak of its kind in the world,” Sky News host Sharri Markson reported Saturday.

“What’s amazing about this database is not just that it exposes people who are members of the communist party, and who are now living and working all over the world, from Australia to the US to the UK.”

“But it’s amazing because it lifts the lid on how the party operates under President and Chairman Xi Jinping,” she continued.

“Communist party branches have been set up inside western companies, allowing the infiltration of those companies by CCP members – who, if called on, are answerable directly to the communist party, to the Chairman, the president himself,” she added.

The Chinese Communist influence stretches all over the world, including in defense companies like Boeing, banks like HSBC, auto makers like Jaguar and Rolls Royce, and pharmaceutical corporations Astra Zeneca and Pfizer, which developed America’s COVID-19 vaccines.

And even more alarmingly, some party members had to swear an oath to “guard Party secrets, be loyal to the Party, work hard, fight for communism throughout my life...and never betray the Party”.
The leak was reportedly given by a “non-governmental source” to the Inter-Parliamentary Alliance on China (IPAC), who handed the information over to journalists.

“IPAC will push for governments and companies to respond setting out how they intend to safeguard their values in the face of infiltration,” the group said in a statement.

#IPAC comment on the leaked database of the Chinese Communist Party Shanghai branch member register. pic.twitter.com/ReKT9Ge8Hd

— Inter-Parliamentary Alliance on China (@ipacglobal) December 13, 2020

Former Tory Party leader Iain Duncan Smith reacted to the disturbing revelations, saying that the UK government must “expel” any CCP members from its Consuls in China.

“This investigation proves that members of the Chinese Communist Party are now spread around the globe, with members working for some of the world’s most important multinational corporations, academic institutions and our own diplomatic services,” Smith said.

“The Government must now move to expel and remove any members of the Communist Party from our Consuls throughout China. They can either serve the UK or the Chinese Communist Party. They cannot do both.”

The revelation is especially relevant for America given dozens of Democrat and even some Republican governors have cozied up to the Communist government in recent years.

There are over 20 governors with direct ties to the CCP... this is insane pic.twitter.com/yY5LkEQu7I

— Donald Q Lincoln (@dondonlincoln) December 13, 2020

Over 20 governors alone have been photographed with CCP assets at some point.

AZ Ducey
AR Hutchinson
CA Newsome
CT Lamont
This ingratiation with CCP members did not go unnoticed by Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, who earlier this year warned those governors during the National Governors Association in Washington that China was keeping close tabs on them.

“I’d be surprised if most of you in the audience have not been lobbied by the Chinese Communist Party directly,” Pompeo said.

“It’s happening in your states, with consequences for our foreign policy and for citizens that reside in your states...and affects our capacity to perform America’s vital national security functions,” he added.

Though this list represents a breach of only 2% of its members (there are around 92 million Chinese Communist Party members), that small percentage was effective enough to infiltrate many key industries of the Western world.

And this is likely on top of the 50,000 spies China has already embedded in the U.S., as we reported in 2017.”
[Note: the original article has since been taken down, please refer to these articles for more information:]